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Why measure -does it work?
Carslaw and Tyler 2013 measured emissions from passing vehicles.

Do OEM buses show decreases in NOX emissions? 
Effects of retrofits need to be assessed urgently. 



A bit about NOX and NO2
NOX = NO + NO2

•NOX emissions from exhaust are mostly NO 
with a small* amount of NO2

•Over time and with dilution NO is oxidised to 
NO2

•From emissions perspective it is easier to deal 
with NOX but health effects are linked with NO2

(*) Important but would be a presentation in 
itself!

•Figure data from 1999 from Carslaw et al 2001

Near roads

Background



Measurement methods



Measurement methods
Method Pros cons

Diffusion tube Cheap
Wide availability
Measure at many locations / 
routes

Only NO2
Poor time resolution
+/- 30%?

Electro-chemical sensors Medium price
Good time resolution

Poor long term stability, 
inferences and calibration

Chemi-luminesent reference 
methods

Standard (CEN, AURN) 
methods

Good time resolution

Good calibration can give 
long term uncertainty ~5%

Requires specialist tech and 
science support.

Requires housing and 
utilities

Ambient exhaust e.g. 
remote sensing

Direct emissions 
measurement

Research equipment. Only 
NO2 device is owned by Uni 
Denver.
Not ambient

Cost



Study designs
Retrofitting/ your change won’t 
be the only change happening!

Two examples from London’s 
congestion charging.

Barratt et al in TfL (2007)

And things change with the 
seasons too !



Study designs
Need to control for..

•Changes in background concentrations

•Other changes in vehicle fleet emissions

•Changes in traffic flows daily and longer term

•Weather

•Need measurements in place before the change!!!
• At least months in advance (3?)



Study designs – Lenschow
Lenschow et al 2001



Study designs – Lenschow
Modelled NOX cross-section from Sean Beevers, King’s College London
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Study designs – Lenschow
Roadside increment controlling for background changes
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Study designs – Lenschow
…and controlling for other traffic changes too



Data analysis – data conditioning
Methods of processing measurements to:

•Select measurements to focus on the pollution from 
the affected road.

•Deduce changes in pollution patterns without “noise” 
from emissions variations and weather.



Data analysis – diurnal analysis
Changes to the norm can help quantify what comes from surroundings ?
Olympic road closures – Putney High Street



Data analysis – diurnal analysis
Olympic road closures



Data analysis – diurnal analysis
Marylebone Road in 2003



Data analysis – filtering to 
maximise air pollution from source



Data analysis – meteorological normalisation
Using statistical models to calculate air pollution on a standardised day – Carslaw et al 2012
Removing seasonal and short-term variations from weather.



Data analysis – meteorological normalisation



Data analysis – meteorological 
normalisation
Because weather always plays a part.
1. The predictions are based on statistical models described in Carslaw and Taylor (2009) and Carslaw et al (2012). These models effectively remove the 

variation that are due to the weather - or in this case allow us to predict what would happen under the weather conditions of the 13th Jan. 2015 with 
‘business as usual’ (no bus strike). Without accounting for the variation in weather (very important) it cannot be known whether a reduction in concentration 
was due to some intervention or the weather. 

2. We don’t know what the bus flow actually was on Oxford Street on the 13th. The data suggests there were still buses using Oxford Street. On Christmas Day 
for example there were no bus services and NO2 concentrations were much lower than days either side.

3. The data have uncertainty because they have not been ratified. More robust predictions would be possible at a later date. Also, access to better 
meteorological data at a later date would likely improve the reliability of the predictions.



Data analysis – meteorological normalisation



An expected change, and not.
Normalised NOX concentrations at the kerb and facade of PHS, with the introduction of retrofitted 

buses overlaid in yellow.



Data analysis – peak or average ?
Trends in mean NO2 concentrations and exceedences of the EU short term limit value per month 
recorded by both sites on PHS.



Data analysis – When did change happen?
Cumulative sum (CUSUM)
First developed for process control. Applied to detect timing air pollution changes in several 
studies e.g Jones et al 2012, Barratt et al 2007



Data analysis – When did change happen?
Lastly a technique for annual NO2 from diffusion tubes



Data analysis – When did change happen?
Lastly a technique for annual NO2 from diffusion tubes

Marylebone Rd



Conclusions
The effectiveness of NOX abatement is likely to depend on technology 
employed and needs to be assessed.

NOX dominates NO2 near roads.

Continuous chemi-luminesence measurements provide rich datasets for 
analysis.

Study designs need to allow for control for changes in background, traffic 
fleet changes and seasonal and weather effects.

Different data analysis methods can tease out the change you are looking for.



Thanks
Thank you all the London boroughs, GLA, Defra and TfL who 
support the London Air Quality Network enabling this unique 
London-wide perspective.

timothy.baker@kcl.ac.uk

www.londonair.org.uk


